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About This Game

Escape Goat is a puzzle platformer where you take control of a goat, who has been imprisoned for witchcraft, and overcome
traps and obstacles to escape the Prison of Agnus. Fear not, for with your supreme agility, sturdy horns, and the help of a magic

mouse friend, you can turn the tables on foes and use the environment to your advantage.

Ten unique zones to conquer. Can you reach and rescue the friendly sheep in each?

Tackle over 50 rooms of puzzles. Find hidden machinery and destructible elements to transform them and reach the
exit!

Built-in, fully featured level editor. Create, modify and share entire game worlds.
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Escape Goat reigned for 20 months at the #1 spot on the IndieGamerChick leaderboard (November 2011-July 2013)!

The sheep are slumbering... can you awaken them all?
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Genre: Action, Indie
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MagicalTimeBean
Publisher:
MagicalTimeBean
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2012
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English,French,Italian,German
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Everything is fine minus the dumb, annoying Elevator Hostess for f**king up my keyboard at the beginning.. Constantly crashes
and definitly not worth the money. Some of the cards don't work like they should, ignoring the rules or not working when they
should. Nine times out of ten the AI will draw the same few cards in the first turn, making them feel horribly scripted and
unfair.

If you want to buy this game anyways - here my advice:
do not start it right after a crash (it will happen once every 10-20 min) and don't play against the same duelist twice in a row -
that will make things even worse, crashing the game within the first two turns.... I have about 3000 hours in this game, was very
disappointed in FS19 so still playing FS17.. It's a clay, clay ,clay, world. wow i payed \u00a38 for to maps that i could of
watched on you tube what a waste of money. its so much micromanagement that it doent let me enjoy the actual game. god,
even the tutorial is a hell of a lot of work. not my cup of tea, unfortunatelly.. Interesting almost snake style game play. Good one
to play with small kids. My daughter like to help by naming the colors as I collected or drop off the iggles at their home.

Good if you can get it for a cheep price like during a sale and have small children that like to "play" with you and your game.

Not recommend if you like any depth to your mild puzzle games.. Definitely better than the first Flix & Chill. The storyline, the
characters, the bg music, and especially the artwork in this one is superior to its predecessor. My favorite character would be
Frank in this one, given that he is such a nerd and so adorable, who is striving for what he thinks is right and is slowly mustering
up the courage to stand up for himself. The main characters go through each of their arcs and produce an ending or outcome
that makes them better people, at least with the choices I made per episode. Haha! Music is excellente as well! Kudos to the
creator of the game, Jason Lovett, and to Joakim Karud! I gotta say, I have become a fan of your music, Joakim!. This game
fails to be the least bit relaxing, and honestly that's why I have no incentive to play it further than the small bit I already have.
You're stuck with one fixed camera angle and often need to wrap around thing that aren't visible on-screen. The rope will
randomly stick to things, except the stuff you want it to stick to, and it's easy to lose progress for no apparent reason. I even had
the rope glitch into the wood once; fun times. It's not a fun game, either, so there's just nothing here to keep me wanting to play.
I gave it a few tries and every time went away feeling bitter towards it.
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Stealth and remotely-detonated bombs somehow combined, challenge and high replayability... And a level editor and user-
generated levels on top of that! It's a great game to kill some time, and provides a lot of bang for your buck considering it's a $5
game. Definitely worth checking out the demo if any of that sounds at all enjoyable to you. This game surprised me.. good
game, played it on wmr samsung odyssey worked great, the auto locomotion is very good, its not teleporting you into location,
its smoth walk you into there so its not hurting the game at all. also the graphics are great!

its still very very early acess:

- no options menu only play or exist button
- my hands was reversed
- you cant change hand(only right hand supported)
- The announcer know only 1 line and he is saying its enless time in each game pls make him talk less(I dont want listen to him 5
seconds each round) and make him say more lines
- the bats dosent look to change anything just color
- there is only 5 levels , I played squash 1 time 10 years ago and I am already very close to beat level 3(in 50 minutes) so very
short game
- no multiplayer its a must
- no bat reposition you cant change the bat angle at all(take inspiration from elven tennis on how to do that)
- no bat power option you need to give us option to change the bat strength you never find a default value good for everyone just
like eleven give us option to change
- there is only 1 court we need more
- no training mods at all

lol a lot of things but its still in ea, overall I enjoyed the game but I dont think there is content for more than 2-3hours right now.

p.s I cant see your boxing game in steam. Don't use the hints. Just don't. At least not before you do everything you can think of. I
abused them and I regret it a lot. Otherwise this game is... a master piece. There's no point in saying anything else.. Non-
essential cosmetic DLC. Abyssal Swiggins, a premium skin for Admiral Swiggins, isn't that great. Featuring new "voice
lines" all of which are garbled nonsense, and new ability animations it leaves much to be desired from a premium skin..
Gorgeous world. Smart puzzles. Annoying protagonist who tries to hard to be filosophical. Get it during a sale.
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